
 
A national awareness campaign from bush charity Sober in the Country Ltd to

advocate further awareness & change around alcohol harm in the bush.

information pack + stakeholder toolkit

NATIONAL #OK2SAYNO DAY 
is launching on:

22.2.22



an introduction 
an ''about'' section on the #OK2SAYNO campaign
an ''about our founder'' section
explainer on what your organisation can do
our key messages and 'the why'
a step-by-step guide on how to help
approved content for you to share
approved images for you to share
copy / text for short and long articles

What you'll find in this kit:

Our minions have worked hard to make this as user-friendly and easy as possible - but please don't hesitate to flick
an email to admin@soberinthecountry.org if there is something else you need, want, or if you have any questions.

stakeholder kit menu



Sober in the Country Ltd (SITC) is thrilled to announce the 'official' virtual launch our inaugural National #OK2SAYNO
Day this 22nd February, 2022. 

Endorsed and supported by key organisations, industries and influencers across rural Australia - and led by SITC
founder, CEO, and Australian of the Year (2022's Local Hero winner for NSW) Shanna Whan - the day is the VIRTUAL
launch of what will be an annual (ongoing) awareness day to help our grassroots bush not-for-profit continue
connecting, educating, and supporting rural Australians towards a healthier, more sustainable and socially inclusive
future where friendships and bush communities are built on more than the choice of drink in hand.

SITC aims to keep advocating for better education and awareness around booze in the bush so that we can work
together to close these gaps and build a better future rural Australia: one in which the men and women who live in
permanent ''ISO'' and get up and show up in flood, drought, fire and pandemics can have equality in services and
support if they do need a hand to cut back or quit alcohol altogether. No matter the reason. 

We are not re-inventing the wheel - we are recalibrating the wheel for bush conditions. And to keep doing that, we're
now asking for your help so that we can keep going, find another staff member, and grow our NFP to meet the demand.

What we are asking is if you could share the campaign material and content across your networks.

By working together we can ensure healthier, more sustainable rural and remote Australians and keep preventing harm,
and saving and changing lives every day.

Thank you - from the SITC national family Xx



about our #OK2SAYNO campaign.
Developed by SITC, the #OK2SAYNO campaign is a simple online movement and conversation
creating social change, impact, and social inclusion. Through advocacy, straight-talk and
peer connection at a grassroots level - it is changing lives, saving lives, and preventing
generational harm. To continue the conversations and campaigning - we are turning this
campaign into a national official day to raise support, amplify awareness, and to raise
funds for a much-needed additional staff member for our charity.

Charity founder, Shanna Whan (pictured) experienced trauma-related alcohol use and
subsequent addiction after being assaulted multiple times as a young jillaroo on a
remote property. She would end up almost losing her life to alcohol addiction, 25 years
later. After surviving and making a full recovery against all odds - she made it her life's
work to be the change the bush so clearly needed. After working tirelessly for the past 8
years - five of these as a solo volunteer - her conversations became nationally
recognised, and SITC was officially registered as a national charity in 2019. Today SITC is
a household name making impact across Australia, and is proudly aligned with national
key alcohol awareness organisations across the nation, and is recognised as the 'go to'
bush voice in this space.

Shanna was recently announced as the 2022 Australian of the Year in NSW (in the Local
Hero category) for her work in this space.

 

about SITC 



What you (or your organisation) can do :

key campaign messages
the best ways to help
social media copy and images you can use any time
long and short copy for your newsletters, blogs, pages, or groups

To help us reach as many people as possible, we are asking you to
help spread the word about the virtual launch of our inaugural
#OK2SAYNO Day online launch on 22-2-22 across the wider
community. 

COVID has taken much from us, including $150,000 in lost income to
date - and we need your help to keep getting up and showing up to
represent the bush - and to get this conversation cemented into the
social fabric of every bush home, community, and mind.

In the following pages we will share key materials that you can pick
and choose to promote the national day and campaign, including:



rural | remote Australians are 150% more likely to experience alcohol harm, and only 17% will get help

''ISO'' is our normal - yet there is little recognition of this truth, and little equality in services or support for this specific area

SITC has both anecdotal evidence & data that confirms alcohol abuse/misuse/addiction is a common binding thread
across adversity for rural & remote people; from mental health to suicide to physical health, farm safety, and others

SITC messaging has proven that when we ensure our mates know it is #OK2SAYNO to 'the beers' via a user-friendly message
FOR bush people, and BY bush people - it resonates. And because of that: we are helping change an outdated dialogue and
conversation while preventing harm, stopping ancient stigmas, and saving lives

In our SITC survey of 500 rural men and women (wanting to cut back or quit alcohol altogether) we learned that every
respondent shared the same concerns around social exclusion, and, horrifyingly - that not one single person who actively
sought support for alcohol use, abuse, or addiction - could access safe, confidential, or timely local services.

SITC's peer group, The Bush Tribe, is connecting this overlooked demographic and proving a literal lifeline and a safe space
and beautiful online community for many

rural Australians are stepping up to acknowledge it's time to change the conversation around alcohol, and SITC is providing
the leadership, language, information and education to make that possible 

leading rural organisations and employers are now endorsing SITC's simple messaging in their workplaces in the same way
we now include OH&S, safety in the workplace, and other non-negotiable standards

our charity is very strictly not ''anti-alcohol'' or prohibitionist in approach; we know that isn't viable. Our approach is positive
and all about supporting mates, and those choices.

The #OK2SAYNO campaign | key messages

https://www.soberinthecountry.org/bush-tribe


in the lead-up to the 22.2.22 help us promote the coming day
see approved content in the coming pages that's ready to for you to share

on the 22.2.22 host a sober BBQ to show your support for your mates who can't safely drink 
take photos! tag us using #OK2SAYNO! help to lead change across the entire bush

get some merchandise from our online store here
take photos! wear it, share it, and show your support - whether you drink or you don't.

take the content we've put together (see next page) and share it across your platforms
donate to SITC and help us keep getting up and showing up

our donation portal is here - and we every cent helps
(please note: we get absolutely no government funding or support)

invite our founder Shan to speak at your community, event, station, or school
all speaker fees are directed into the charity and are tax-deductible expenses

To help us reach as many people as possible, we are asking you to help spread the word about the
virtual launch of our inaugural #OK2SAYNO Day online launch on 22-2-22 across the wider community. 

How to help: a step-by-step guide:

https://www.soberinthecountry.org/merchandise
https://www.soberinthecountry.org/helpingout
https://www.soberinthecountry.org/bookinginfo


Facebook / Instagram or LinkedIN (approved)copy:

Sober in the Country (SITC) has been going 'upstream' and leading
positive social change in rural Australia for years. And now, they need our
help to amplify the message, keep raising awareness, and to raise funds.

Why? Because while many of us can enjoy a few cold ones - the truth is
that some of our mates actually cannot safely have 'just a few' drinks. And
that makes life really challenging for them. So, SITC is helping the rural
sector learn that when we get behind those mates, support them, and
make sure they know it's always #OK2SAYNO to the beers (whether they're
choosing to cut back for a while or quit) that it can save a life.

We support this message of health and inclusion, and we're standing
behind and beside SITC, not just on the 22.2.22 but every day. We're
choosing to put some alternatives in our eskies, and we're including our
mates whether they drink booze or not.

stuff you can share that's approved :

Twitter / short copy:

@SITCBUSHCHARITY is asking for our support across the bush for the
launch of their inaugural #OK2SAYNO Day campaign & fundraiser. We
are proud to get behind soberinthecountry.org and support their
important work. Help us help them & R/T this post :)

Hashtags to copy and paste:

#SITC #OK2SAYNO #soberinthecountry 



this is our welcome video - you can share this across your networks



need anything else? we can send you logos in JPEG, PNG, and more - just email admin@soberinthecountry.org

From our tiny team of 2 humans, 2 blue ''healers'' and a TONNE of love for the bush : THANK YOU. Together we are doing what
everyone said couldn't, wouldn't, and shouldn't be done. My gratitude is eternally yours,
Shanna Whan (founder, CEO.)


